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Once upon a NEY
6th Annual Hay Tool Show and Swap Meet Reaches New Heights
Happy faces were seen again in Ashland, Ohio for
the 6th Annual Hay Tool Show and Swap Meet.
Members from all over the country packed their
bags and traveled from 15 minutes away to 15
hours away to view, show, buy and brag about
their collections. Members from Nebraska to New
York to North Carolina settled in for this 2-day
show that featured Ney hay tools from days gone
by. In addition to Ney, people displayed Myers
equipment, Eagle carriers, Hunt Helm and
Ferris, and many other equipment lines too
numerous to mention.
There were several show stoppers this year that
turned heads and caused people to stop and take
a closer look. First off were a few items displayed
by Steve Weeber of Iowa City.

Steve managed to come up with a Porter “Round
Barn Carrier”. This is the same carrier as seen
on the NAHTCA clothing. It was beautifully
refinished and was a very unique piece. (photo 1)
In addition to the Porter, Steve also brought a
nice display of early Ney carriers. (photo 2, page 2)
Lastly, he made available to members his Rise
and Fall of the U.S. Hay Trolley MFG From
1888 to 1948 as seen through the Farm
Implement News Buyer’s Guide. This guide
shows how the various manufacturers came and
went throughout the years. It shows period
advertising, who made carriers and who
repaired them, plus much more. It is about 75
pages long and is very interesting to study. You
can get a copy by calling him at 319-683-2299.

Photo 1
Show hosts (left to right) Melvin Mast, Jerry
Kamp, Dale Smithhisler, Gary VanScyoc,
Gideon Troyer
(last year;s photo)

J. E. Porter Manufacturing round barn carrier,
similar to the one on NAHTCA clothing.
Displayed by Steve Weeber of Iowa City
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Doug de Shazer, of Crofton Nebraska
displayed several Ney carriers and on his way
to the show, he stopped in Chicago and picked
up 2 large blocks that were found in the
Wisconsin area and are from the early 1900’s.
After talking with Barry Merenoff, of The
Mechanical Advantage, he found out this style
of block is known as a “Fiddle Block”. Fiddle
blocks are blocks with multiple sheaves that
descend in size. These blocks have 4 sheaves
each and range from 10” down to 4” in size.
We are not sure of their purpose, but it is
certain they could lift a hefty load! We feel
they worked together as a block and tackle set
using a 3/4” or 7/8” diameter rope.

Photo 2

Above - Steve with his Porter round barn and his Ney display.
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Dave Wilson of Van Meter, Iowa brought his collection of franchised Ney carriers to share with all.
The cars are all the same, but the trolleys are unique to their franchised names. A unique group to
see all together. There is also a Ney version not pictured.

RELIANCE

NORVELL
SHARLEIGH

CLIMAX

BULL DOG

SIMMONS

BELKNAP
BLUEGRASS
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The Rookie Invasion
The 2011 show just would not have been complete without the energy, excitement and passion that the
rookie collector brings to the group. This year we had 3 such collectors. Todd Noll of Tennessee, AKA
Tennessee Todd (his second show), Mike Thomas of Michigan, and Kevin Smith of Michigan. Last year
Todd’s energy was like a pin ball bouncing from one vendor and display to the next! Now, imagine 3 of
those bouncing around, all at once. I can’t believe no one got hurt. (LOL) As these collectors surveyed
their kills, the other collectors watched in amazement as their heaps grew steadily. To be perfectly
honest, I had a pretty good heap myself by the time the show was over. We will just let the pictures tell
the story. On page 5, you can see Todd’s heap, or heaps as the case may be. The thing is, you can’t
really see his car, so I guess it’s one BIG HEAP. I have yet to hear if he made it home. Rumor has
it, DOT pulled him over a few times. Over weight, I think was the fine. His pay load was over 2500
Photo 1

Photo3

Photo 2
Photo 1 - Heap number 1 for Kevin, pre-auction
Photo 2 - Heap Number 2 for Kevin, post-auction
Combine Kevin’s heaps, and that’s a lot of HEAP!

Photo 3 - Mike’s heap just after the auction.
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Todd’s heap after visiting the show, Dave Wilson and Steve Weeber
There is a red car under there somewhere!

Don’t be fooled, the back of the car was
filled to the max as well.

They call it a disease, huh, what do you think?

The tires don’t appear to be rubbing, YET, maybe just one more stop.
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New show feature adds Cash and Excitement to the show
The first NAHTCA auction was held at
this year’s show and was greeted with
much anticipation. Not only did the
auction net $275 to help offset show
expenses, but we saw over $9,000 pass
between all the different collectors who
brought items to auction. One vendor
in particular, Rudy Beachy from
Wisconsin, rolled in with a trailer full
of over 75 carriers and other items.
Most attending the show dive bombed
the trailer before the auction began,
picking and buying their favorites and
then continued to buy the rest at
auction. The auction had about 125
lots total with about 24 people
providing lots to sell. (more photos page 7)

Melvin (L) and Gideon displaying a refinished
Myers during the auction

Rudy’s trailer full of carriers

Show banner auctioned off. Bought by Barry
Merenoff of Michigan
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Additional auction photos

See page 8 for more on this item.

Clockwise top left– auction with Rudy’s trailer in foreground, Auctioneer Mark Bachus and members
selling an item, Dennis McGrew with his Noyes patented carrier, Dale, Rudy and Jerry selling items,
Dale and Melvin selling an Ashland Carrier
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The Noyes Patent,
Manufactured by the U. S. Wind Engine and Pump Company,
Batavia, Illinois
This carrier was one of the main features of the auction. Several bidders jumped at the thought of
owning one of these rare carriers, but after all the auction yelling, nose tipping, eye glaring and
sneers, Dennis McGrew was awarded this treasure. He did not steal it by any means, but he got a
good deal nonetheless. The following pages show patent information and the Mechanical Advantage
drawing show things in much closer detail. Very few of these exist today.
Great job, Dennis!!
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The Noyes Patent
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The Noyes Carrier as drawn by the
Mechanical Advantage

Thanks Barry
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George Fogle honored at start of Auction
George was duped into winning the bid for the original Myers neck tie that Steve Weeber brought to the show.
George is a long time Myers admirer and Steve found this original and rigged the auction so George would win
it for an excessive amount. In reality it was a gift for George. He is a long-time and an original hay carrier
collector.

Hank Dawson of Mansfield, Ohio brought these Myers
patent models that date back to the late 1800’s.

George receiving his tie from Steve

Left photo
Robert Rauhauser of
Pa. brought a
collection of hay
knives.

Right photo
Rudy Beachy
displayed his Hicks
hay elevator, Pat.
March 26, 1867. An
absolutely beautiful
piece.
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To auction or not to auction
This lot was pulled from the auction just prior to the auction beginning. Juliet would not allow him to be auctioned off.
Needless to say, I got the evil eye from several of the ladies attending the show. LOL
On another note, little Gavin netted two carriers from the auction, so it is official, he now has a collection . He bid on and
won a Ney Climax steel track and a HHF Harvester wood beam. Notice the front of his car seat leaning on a Appleton hay
carrier. Little did he know, he would also win that jewel as well.

Olson “Advance” salesman sample brought by
George Fogle

A small Ney/Herschel carrier brought
by Nate Young of Normal, Ill.
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The Day-Trippers
The ladies set off again to find some reprieve from the smell of rust! This year, 15 of us embarked
on a day journey to enjoy some shopping, lunching and female camaraderie.
Two vehicles (a bigger crowd than last year!....Yaa-hoo!) set out and toured the Ohio countryside.
We stopped at the bakery owned by Mary Troyer’s relative for a little appetizer. Then we
continued on for lunch at Der Dutchman Restaurant in Walnut Creek, OH. Once again, they
talked us into eating mass amounts of homemade delicious pie!! We shopped in Walnut Creek and
then went on a short distance to Berlin, OH. Berlin boasts shopping for all—whether that means
antiques or “Made in China” crafts! Something for everyone! Once again, time was limited (as
usually happens when women set out to shop!) and it was time to head back to Ashland to meet up
with the men for dinner.
Thanks to Linda Smithhisler and Jan Weeber for being the “designated drivers”!!! This was the
second year for The Day Trippers and it was a larger crowd than last year. Hopefully, each year
will bring more ladies and more Day Trippers. We really do enjoy each other’s company and have
some good laughs along the way!!!
- - - Juliet de Shazer

Day Trippers preparing for departure
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In total 12 states were represented as well as Ontario, Canada.
Numbers represent number of people from those states and providences.

Above
A meeting of the minds - Craig Calderone,
Steve Weeber and George Fogle
Left
Doug holding the Appleton carrier that his
son Gavin bought. Does he know how to pick
the good ones or what?
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NAHTCA NEWS
Well, the show was fantastic this year. For such a small group, for collectors that is, we sure put on a
great show. A lot of members bring display items, share valuable information, laugh, learn and just
enjoy all the great company. Each year the show grows, adds new features and always keeps old and
new members interested and coming back for more. We added 3 new members at the show this year.
The fact that we continually add members each month and at each show, shows that we are doing
something right. Spread the word! lets keep up the good work. Not all members signed in, but I
would guess we had between 50 to 60 members plus spouses and guests
The show basically started on Thursday with vendors setting up, wheeling and dealing like always
and rolled right into Friday with everyone else showing up. Friday evening wrapped up with a nice
dinner catered for the group at the fair grounds. Saturday brought even more people and we had
our regular meeting about mid morning with the following topics being discussed:
•
•
•
•

•
•

The 2012 show will be held at Ashland again on April 27th and 28th. The hosts were happy to
offer to have it there again, and it is a great site and building for the show. Future shows may be
held in Wisconsin and then returning to Iowa City in a few years for the 9th and 10th years.
Holding another auction at future shows, but changing the format to make it easier for the host.
Shirt orders were handed out and discussion of a future order maybe this fall.
I discussed the website in detail. I created the home page in conjunction with my museum home
page and let members review it. I decided to team the two pages together to save money. Each
entity will have about 3-4 pages dedicated to it. We don’t collect dues and starting a dedicated
site was going to require about 250 - 350 dollars. After a lengthy discussion the design and
website combination was approved. Next year we will revisit the topic and possibly move to its
own dedicated site. Instead of advertising for the show, the thought was to take that money and
move it into the website fund. Donations collected at the show pay for the show expenses,
advertising and other items and the thought is to roll some of that into a website. Yearly expenses
for the website once up and running would be minimal. It was also brought up that additional
help will be needed as the website grows and more and more people and begin inquiries about
the NAHTCA and haying tools. The association’s homepage can be seen at the following address:
lewisandclarkpulleymuseum.com It can also be found by doing a web search for North
American Hay Tool Collectors Association as well as other searches.
The show schedule will be adjusted so that the NAHTCA meeting and auction will follow dinner
on Friday evening.
See you next year!! Happy hunting!

